
 

 

 

MY EXPERIENCE AS AN ERASMUS STUDENT FROM NILE UNIVERSITY OF 

NIGERIA 

My stay in the Czech Republic has been delightful, fun, and enlightening. Being offered an 

opportunity to study in Europe and visit Europe one more time through the Erasmus exchange 

programs in my 3rd year, also traveling alone without my parents has been quite an experience. 

I was nominated by my lecturer, and as the process moved along, it became clear to me that I 

would be traveling. The process wasn’t an easy one, but at the same time it almost seemed too 

wonderful to be true. One successful process led to another, and I became increasingly certain 

that as the days passed, Europe would soon be within reach.  

 When I arrived in the Czech Republic, Chipayeni Mwale and Barbora Hoskova picked me up 

from the airport and ensure safely I got to Palachova safely. Despite the tiresome procedures I 

had to go through to be assigned a room and given the fact that we were numerous and how 

exhausted I was, all I wanted it to be over. Little did I know, however, that I was about to have 

the most exciting months of my life. On the programmer I made various friends, but those I 

was closest to are my friend Micheal who I came on the program and my friend Limpo from 

Zambia, this program me was amazing with her and I will forever cherish my moneys with her    

alongside Mike. We travelled to so many countries together. Another great friend whose picture 

didn’t get to appear here is Alba Fernandez, with such a great personality and humor, she’s so 

nice to everyone regardless of race and I love that about her. I will also treasure my time here 

with like as we literally did every single thing together. I made other great friends, and I’m 

happy to have such pictures to remind me of our great times together.  

I got to participate in many events like the meetings with the ambassadors from different 

countries, the food tasting of different cultures in the school blocks with my friends. I got to 

meet many nice lecturers and strict ones at the same time but we’re very good teachers who 

impacted me with great knowledge. My favorites were Mr. Alberto Lioy, Mrs Stephanie 

Rudwick, and Mr. Stanislav Mysicka. I would also like to use this opportunity to thank Mrs. 

Vera, my coordinator, for being so helpful and providing any form of information and help I 

needed. You are really one of a kind, I think you are competent as you’ve helped many other 

students are never seemed to be tired or exhausted. We always admired how quickly you 

respond to students who need help. I got to explore many European countries and taste great 

cuisines and make friends around Europe. This program has really boosted my confidence and 

may aspects of my life. It is indeed sad that the journey will soon come to an end, but it is a 

journey that will never be forgotten.  
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